Lana Lynn Howls at the Moon

Word Scramble

Uncramble the letters to come up with words found in Lana Lynn Howls at the Moon.

1. EESHP ________________________________

2. OFLW ________________________________

3. WHLO ________________________________

4. MNOO ________________________________

5. DDO ________________________________

6. SRSGA ________________________________

7. TWREA ________________________________

8. IPS ________________________________

9. NPA ________________________________

10. AVCE ________________________________

Name: ________________________________

Artwork ©2019 by Anca Sandu
from Lana Lynn Howls at the Moon
Lana Lynn Howls at the Moon

Word Search

Word Bank

Sip  Moon  Grass  Odd  Pond
Cave  Dinner  Howl  Water  Sheep
Flock  Nibble  Nap  Wolf  Wild
Across
1. Happy with what you have
7. A tiny drink
10. Not tame
11. Weird
12. Group of animals
14. Brave
15. Something to swim in or drink
16. Supper
17. Seen in the night sky
18. Growing in a lawn

Down
2. A short sleep
3. A little bite
4. Costume
5. A small lake
6. A large field for animals
8. An exciting trip
9. A kind of wild dog
13. A wooly animal

Word Bank
Contented  Disguise  Sip  Grass  Sheep  Wolf
Nap      Dinner  Water  Pond  Nibble  Adventure
Pasture  Intrepid  Star  Odd  Flock  Wild
Lana Lynn Howls at the Moon

ANSWERS

M R G Y H O W L Q K W C Q B B X F
Y A Q P A W H L A C C R X D J P S
V W S S L M T M X V A M M C N Z D
I L T F R A O J R R V J M T H X L
G U U J I V M P N Q E J K I P K B
Q R S D I Y M O O N O E W N V G A
F N A Q V M E H W O L F E L J I P
F A P R Z Q E R J S Q W P B L F L
L P D A S C F C F K G M C F M V C
O S I B H P E G R A S S Y S S V N
C U N R E H W I L D K S Q I E S N
K P N A E N F P C N P Q L D B B N
A T E E P F C V Y B P W A T E R U
H S R L J N N W B I Y K W W E F O
S E B U B X I J E Z G P O N D E E
I V Z W F D V K V B S I P C C M T
X X R F B T O N I B B L E M O D D

Word Bank

Sip  Moon  Grass  Odd  Pond
Cave  Dinner  Howl  Water  Sheep
Flock  Nibble  Nap  Wolf  Wild
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Lana Lynn Howls at the Moon

ANSWERS

Across
1. Happy with what you have
2. Contented
3. Nap
4. D
5. P
6. P
7. Sip
8. A
9. Wild
10. Not tame
11. Weird
12. Group of animals
13. Odd
14. Intrepid
15. WATER
16. Dinner
17. Moon
18. Grass

Down
2. A short sleep
3. A little bite
4. Costume
5. A small lake
6. A large field for animals
7. An exciting trip
8. Sheep
9. A kind of wild dog
10. Flock
11. Odd
12. Flock
13. Intrepid
14. Nap
15. Nap
16. Sheep
17. Nap
18. Nap

Word Bank

Contented Disguise Sip Sheep Nap Pasture
Dinner Water Water Water
Intrepid Moon Odd Flock Intrepid
Dinner Nap Nap Nap
Dinner Nap Nap
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